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Husky Productions wins national award
Valerie Steffl
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

SCSU’s Husky Productions,
the student led production that
brings SCSU students their
beloved play-by-play hockey
games on UTVS, received a
first place national award in the
First Global Media Awards for
College Sports.
Husky Productions received
the first “Best Live Game or
Live Event” title for their work
on the Wisconsin vs. SCSU
game that aired on November
11, 2008.
Husky Productions also
received great honor for being nominated in five of the

Award’s ten categories including being nominated three
times in the “Special Feature”
category and once in “Outstanding Highlight Package”
for their productions “SCSU
Men’s Hockey History,” “The
Fighting Sioux Nickname” and
“SCSU Senior Night and Pregame Montage.”
The Global Media Awards
recognize the best of college
sports video productions including work done by colleges
and universities, national and
regional sports networks and
technology innovators.
This competition put SCSU
up against over 350 participants
with other big names such as
ESPN, CBS Sports, Bell State

University, Baylor University,
the Big East Conference, Ohio
State University, University of
Miami and Indiana University
of Pennsylvania.
“[This competition] puts
SCSU in the big leagues of
college sports productions
with CBS, ABC, ESPN, CSTV
NBC and FSN, out-performing
top eastern schools who entered the competition, and other schools that are big in sports
production,” Gregory Martin,
Husky Productions Executive
Producer and professor said.
The recognition Husky
Productions receives from winning this award gains SCSU
credibility with major national
television professional produc-

tions that may hire the students
behind the winning entries.
“The Global Media Awards
also provides great opportunities to network, tell others
about SCSU, make connections for future student jobs and
showcase SCSU student work
and accomplishments in sports
productions,” Martin said.
Husky Productions covers
the full season of the WCHA
D1 Husky Hockey home
games. The crew consists of
28 students who dedicate their
Friday and Saturdays of the
hockey season to cover the
games for at-home enjoyment.
Justin Maas, SCSU senior
and Husky Productions producer said he thinks that this is

what gave SCSU a competitive
edge in the competition.
“All of the hard work everyone puts in was better than
what the other [contestants]
put in,” Maas said. “The hard
work paid off for those who
pour their hearts and souls into
it week in and week out.”
Martin said that he thinks
that SCSU’s crew is set above
the rest because of their “quality consistent work, professionalism, and commitment.”
As Maas looks to the future,
he said he knows that Husky
Productions will continue to
strive to get better and put the
best product on the air.
Martin said he knows that
Husky Productions will have

to make the transition to digital
television in the future and sees
this as a way to familiarize the
students with the changing media world and teach them how
to evolve with it.
Any full-time SCSU student can get involved with
Husky Productions by joining UTVS. All students with
any interest in television are
encouraged to join the Husky
Productions team. This team
is considered a good opportunity for those already involved
in TV Production or Broadcast
Journalism and other Mass
Communications
majors.
Those interested can inquire in
the UTVS newsroom located
in Stewart Hall 123.

Roles of women in
higher education
Taylor Selcke
contributing writer

Bigya pradhan/ visuals editor

The Tri-County Humane Society offers a “Two-Purr-One” sale on kittens and cats in an effort to reduce the number of felines that dramatically increase during the months of May and June.

Tri-County Humane Society works
to find homes for surplus of felines
Staff Report

June, also known as Adopt
a Cat Month, is the start of
“kitten season,” the prime
time for cats to give birth to
kittens.
With more kittens being
born there is a surplus of kittens coming into the Tri-County Humane Society (TCHS). If
the Tri-County Humane Society of St. Cloud follows May’s
trend of a 29 percent increase
in cats and kittens coming in,
The Tri-County Humane Society may receive over 1,800
cats and kittens from May
through October. Each one of
these cats or kittens needs a
home.
Finding over 1,800 new
homes may prove to be difficult. The humane society is
offering a “Two-Purr-One”
special on all cats and kittens.
Anyone interested in adopting one cat is able to adopt a
second at no additional cost.
When cats are around other
cats they are more likely to
adapt better to a new environment, and they have a companion to play with. The TCHS
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Photos and descriptions of available animals can be
seen online at www.tricountyhumanesociety.org.

will also have other themed
specials on cats throughout
the summer in hopes that this
will help with the surplus of
animals coming in.
Another effort to adopt
more cats and avoid euthanizing them is the extended foster
program.

Volunteers are able to bring
some cats and kittens to their
homes for foster care during
this busy season and bring
them back to the humane society in the winter when there
are fewer cats coming in.
Some believe that volunteering to foster cats and kit-

Black Eyed Peas release ‘The End’
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tens is a valuable way to determine if a cat would make a
good permanent addition to a
home.
Other Web sites like petfinder.com are also promoting
Adopt a Cat Month. There are
over 175,139 cats available on
this Web site for adoption.
This site features an article on the Web site called
“How to Adopt the Right Cat
for You.” This gives tips for
potential pet owners.
By going through situations, stating that if people
do not have time for a lot of
play and are not familiar to
being woken up at 3 a.m. they
should not consider adopting a
cat that is less than 18 months
of age.
The expression “don’t
judge a book by its cover”
comes into play here. Do not
pick a cat that just looks pretty. It is advised that a potential
owner pick a cat that attracts
them because the cat is friendly and loving. Many think that
finding a cat that is adorable
is an added bonus.
For more information visit
the TCHS Web site at www.
tricountyhumanesociety.org.

White linen tablecloths and
centerpieces set the tone for
this special event. As women
from around Minnesota and
the surrounding states sat and
discussed where they are from,
and how successful the planning committee was for this
event, many were appreciative
of the group that brought them
together.
This year, SCSU hosted
the first Summer Leadership
Institute for Women in Higher
Education. Thursday in Atwood, 117 students, administrators and faculty gathered to
share their views and ideas on
the roles that women play in
college and university institutions.
“Today is a chance to provide women leaders the opportunity to look at some of the
research that has been done on
a national scale,” Dr. Jill Abbott, Associate Dean of academic and student services at
Minnesota State Community
and Technical College, said.
“Also, it is going to be a
source of tips and stories of inspiration that we can take back
to our institutions to become
better leaders for everyone.”
Chatter was ambient during the welcome and continental breakfast, but the room fell
silent as the keynote speaker
took the stage.
Dr. Sharon McDade, Director of the American Council on Education (ACE), set
the theme for the event as she
spoke about the professional
and career life cycle of women
administrators. Describing the
struggle as a game of “chutes
and ladders.”
Comprised of a multitude of speakers, attendees
were given the opportunity
to choose between different
“breakout sessions” that further explored the impacts on
higher education.
Such topics included the
“Impact of the Obama Administration on Higher Education,”
the “Professional Socialization
of Female Administrators,” the
“Career Outlook for Women
in Higher Education Administration” and the “Impact of

FAST FACTS
* With 55.8 percent, more students at SCSU are women.
*117 Students, faculty and administrators were in attendance at the first Summer Leadership Institute for Women
in Higher Education.

Willie Walker and The Butanes

Released on
June 3, ‘The
End’ is different
than other B.E.P
releases, some
are calling it
Page 4
electro-hop.
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the Financial Crisis on Higher
Education Institutions.”
Melissa Fahning, who is
the Director of Legislative
Communications for Minnesota State Colleges and Universities, and the speaker of
the “Obama Administration”
breakout session, gave her input on how higher education is
constantly changing.
“It is a different world. We
are preparing students for jobs
that we don’t even know exist
yet,” the speaker said.
“Participation rates, especially for women students,
now comprise the majority of
students at colleges and universities,” Abbott said.
As reported on the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Web site, SCSU has
a percentage of 55.8 percent
women and 44.2 percent men.
Although this is true, there
is much more women can do
to further diversify women
involvement in higher education.
There are many roles that
are open to both males and
females such as positions in
health care, science and engineering, but other areas need
to be opened as well.
“Women are still underrepresented in areas of leadership and administration, so it
is important to keep looking
at the issues and how we can
make our organizations better
in order to encourage a diverse
leadership profile,” Abbott
said.
Closing out the day on a
sweet note, a dessert reception
played host to a presentation
called “A Voice of Our Own:
The Professional Life of a Female Administrator.”
Dr. Kathryn A. Martin,
Dr. Rita Knuesel, Dr. Wanda
Overland and Luanne Kane
made up this panel of presenters as they discussed the issues related to the life cycle of
women in higher education.
“If you never reach, you
will never be able to get there.
There isn’t always a straight
path, so keep that in mind,”
Dr. Diana Lawson, Dean of
the G.R. Herberger College of
Business at SCSU said.

Performed a
tribute to Same
Cooke Friday
night at the
Pioneer Place on
Fifth.

Frymier gets no hitter game
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The St. Cloud
River Bats go
3-4 as Kurtis
Frymier throws
a no hitter
game.
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Local

Bicycle does not provide adequate getaway

ELK RIVER, Minn. –– Elk River police arrested a man riding a bicycle
after a bank robbery occurred at the Bank of Elk River at 9:15 am Wednesday.
Police were called after a suspicious man with his face wrapped in bandages
and a hooded sweatshirt over his head entered the bank. He told the bank employees that his bandages were the result of his involvement in a car crash as
only his nose and lips were exposed.
Joshua Gene Paulson, 23, put the money in his backpack and mounted his
bike as he got away with a “fair amount of cash.” Police found him a few
blocks away and took him to Sherburne County Jail.
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Grants proposed to improve universities

Staff

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. ––Despite the state of the current economy, the
Legislature has requested $403.6 million to repair and remodel the state’s
colleges and universities. About two-thirds of this money is proposed to
help repair or replace campus buildings.
In the proposal, SCSU is included to receive $44.8 million to build an
integrated science and engineering laboratory building, which is the largest proposed allocation for one project. St. Cloud Technical College is
included to receive $5.6 million to renovate its Allied Health Center.
After being approved, the funding would be distributed in 2010 where
$306 million would be contributed through state bonding while MnSCU
would borrow the other $97.8 million.

3

Nation
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Woman charged after skinning puppy

MUSKOGEE,Okla.–– Krystal Lynn Lewis and Austin Michael Mullins
were held in the Muskogee County jail on $25,000 each and charged with a
felony for cruelty to animals after Lewis asked Mullins to kill her Jack Russell terrier in order to skin it and make a belt out of it’s hide.
The puppy, named Poplin, was the product of a lover’s quarrel as Lewis
received the terrier from an ex. Lewis wanted the puppy dead because of
complications with the man who gave her Poplin. Mullins shot the terrier ten
times with a pistol and Lewis skinned the puppy in her apartment and nailed
the hide to a board. A Muskogee County judge ordered a mental competency
hearing for Lewis.

World

World hunger rates climb to 1 billion
ROME, Italy –– As the world economy declines, the numbers of those
who are hungry has skyrocketed to 1 billion. This number reflects what
1. (6/19/09) State Property Damage, Public Safety Center
has been occurring through this time of war, drought, political instability,
2. (6/20/09) Broken Leg, Halenbeck Hall
high food prices and poverty and poses a threat to peace and security, ac3. (6/20/09) Damage to Property, Selke Field
cording to U.N. officials.
Hunger affects one in six people and is no longer just a humanitarian issue but a political one. Food prices are 24 percent higher at the end of 2008
Chronicle Online Poll
compared to what they were in 2006. The 1.02 billion affected by hunger
Have you been able to travel away from
is 11 percent up from last year’s 915 million.
St.
Cloud this summer?
The production of food in 2009 was strong, but the global economic
downturn resulted in lower incomes and higher unemployment rates and a aYes, I had to get out this summer
reduction in access to food.
aNo, I have no time or money

Weird news

aI am planning to travel later

Woman throws out mattress worth $1 million
ISRAEL–– An Israeli woman frantically searched through tons of
garbage at different landfills to find the mattress with $1 million that she
accidentally threw away.
The woman bought her mother a new mattress as a surprise and threw
out the old one, only to be told by her mother that she had hidden her life
savings inside it. When the woman looked for the mattress she found
that it was already taken by the garbage men and the search in the three
landfills also turned up nothing. The dump manager provided his staff to
help the woman look through the 2,500 tons of garbage that arrive at the
site daily. He also had to increase security at his sight to keep the treasure hunters at a minimum

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

- 1772 Slavery is outlawed in England
- 1847 The doughnut is created
- 1870 Congress creates Department of Justice
- 1918 Circus train is rammed by troop train and kills 68
- 1940 France falls to Nazi Germany; armistice signed
- 1980 Jim King begins riding Miracle Strip roller coaster
for 368 hours

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com

Bet you didn’t know...
1. Intelligent people have more zinc and
copper in their hair.
2. Most soccer players run up to 7 miles in a
game.
3. Human hair and fingernails continue to
grow after death.
4. It cost $7 million to build the Titanic and
$200 million to make a film about it.
5. When you blush, the lining of your
stomach also turns red.
6. Women blink nearly twice as much as
men.
7. Every time you sneeze some of your brain
cells die.
8. The reason honey is so easy to digest is
that it’s already been digested by a bee.
9. Bats always turn left when exiting a cave.
10. The average person who stops smoking
requires one hour less sleep a night.
11. Six-year-olds laugh an average of 300
times a day. Adults only laugh 15 to 100
times a day.
12. Your left lung is smaller than your right
lung to make room for your heart.

Local weather forecast
Monday

Partly Cloudy
High: 88 °F
Low: 67 °F

Tuesday

Wednesday

Isolated T-Storms

Scattered T-Storms

High: 92 °F
Low: 64°F

High: 83 °F
Low: 61 °F

Thursday

Mostly Sunny
High: 86 °F
Low: 63 °F
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Recession brings better
aspects of community

It’s hard to go a
experiencing famValerie
day without being
ine just yet, but if
Steffl
reminded of how
Americans
were
bad the economy
not forced to tightis, who is to blame,
en their spending
and the predictions
and consumption
of when it may turn
practices now, we
around. Yes, the
may
experience
worry and dismay
famine to the greatis warranted as new
est degree at a later
jobs are scarce, and
time. Seeing the
money is tight, and
things that are frivmost people have Asst. News Editor olous now can be
to reconsider their
saved and used for
lifestyles in order
necessity later.
to make ends meet.
One case that can be
It is especially discourag- examined is the “gas price
ing for college students to wit- crisis” of 2008. Everyone
ness upperclassmen receive remembers when gas prices
their diplomas that recognize skyrocketed to over $4.00 a
their four or more years of gallon. This sparked personhard work and walk away al fuel consumption to drop
from the commencement cer- heavily and public transportaemony without the confidence tion numbers to swell up 38
that the signed sheet of paper percent since 1995.
will be worth as much as they
As public transportation
thought it would be. It’s un- usage increases, the world
nerving to walk away from becomes more environmenan institution that seemed to tally sustainable, and cities
guarantee security in finding can also allocate more money
a comfortable next step but for increased routes, which
instead ask, “Now what?”
blurs the class lines and creThis “now what” has ates more opportunity.
translated to a disappointIn trying times, communiing regression for many who ty is emphasized because the
have had to pack their big people need a support system
dreams for the future in a suit- other than the paycheck they
case and move back home or receive. When people are
place their dreams on a shelf totally self-sufficient, they
for another time down the look out for their own best
road when they do not have to interests and become isolated
settle for a “transitional job.”
which fosters animosity and
Underclassmen also expe- ignorance.
rience this on a smaller scale,
Today, people are revertas the summer job search ing back to some old practicseems more like winning the es and attitudes that were lost
lottery. Students are being in America’s decades of proforced to settle for unpaid in- gressivism. Citizens are actternships or menial jobs that ing more like citizens by getdo not do much to boost their ting closer with their families
resumes or summer experi- by moving back in, going to
ences. Many students find parades, participating in free
that their old summer jobs community events, working
just aren’t there anymore be- in the increased community
cause businesses have found gardens.
frivolity in their ways and
The recession has sparked
have realized they can oper- us to evaluate our needs as
ate without extra help.
opposed to wants and has led
The recession is a time us rely on our families and
for reevaluation for everyone, neighbors instead of corporawhich has come at a great tions. The recession has done
time. There are great things wonders in keeping Amerithat come from progression cans grounded and thinking
but there are also things that a bit more clearly about how
are lost and forgotten in times life is meant to be lived.
of feast. We, by far, are not
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Editorial Board
Dana Johnson
Editor

Joseph Froemming
Opinions Editor

Jun-Kai Teoh
Online Editor

Valerie Steffl
Asst. News Editor

Pawlenty’s budget proposal
will raise tuition for students
Governor Pawlenty announced on June 16 that
he will be cutting $2.7 billion out of the budgets of
nearly every governmental agency, including colleges and universities.
If such cuts occur, that would mean yet another
tuition hike for all college students in Minnesota,
including students here at SCSU.
$100 million will be cut from the University of
Minnesota and the MnSCU system, which SCSU
is among.
Pawlenty’s proposal would not include cuts in
public safety, military, veterans affairs, corrections
and sex offender programs.
The editorial board believes that cutting higher
education funds is detrimental to any society, and
that America is one of the few countries that continuously cuts funds for higher education.
Students are already paying extreme tuition
rates, and should not be forced to pay more. Many
students and their families can not afford such a
hike in tuition and could cause them to take out
student loans, if they have not already.
By taking out loans, students will enter the
work force already in debt. This could deter potential students from going to college, which means
colleges will have to hike tuition rates.
International students looking to study abroad
will be discouraged to attend Minnesota colleges
as well. Many countries tuition rates are often a
tiny fraction of what students would be paying in
the states, never less a state such as Minnesota that
recently cut a large chunk of the funding.
Priorities need to be straightened out in this
state before these cuts are finalized. Higher education does not just benefit the students attending
colleges, it benefits societies as a whole.
Cutting funding towards higher education and
not towards corrections is almost encouraging
people to become criminals, if that is where the
money is why not live there?
Cutting funding towards higher education and
not towards military encourages society to start unnecessary wars, if that is where the money is why
not invade another third world country?

Avoiding unnecessary drama is as
easy as making phone calls on time
As a writer, I fully understand that I’m a bit “quirky.” I
have accepted this. As an actor,
I am a bit “emotional.” I have
accepted this. As a gay man, I
look “fabulous.” I have accepted this.
However as a boyfriend, I
apparently suck balls (not in a
literal way (that’s a WHOLE
other article that is NOT appropriate for SCSU-or my mother
to hear).
See, I don’t accept this because I can’t even get to that
point of being someone’s boyfriend and when I magically
can make a gay man commit to
something like that (which is as
hard as getting Martha Stewart
NOT to wash her hands after
touching the chicken before cutting the vegetables), I can’t get
past three months without being
cheated on.
I’m not kidding. The past
eight boyfriends (yes...eight...I
realize how big of a number that
is...I’m a hopeless romantic...
sue me) have cheated on me before the third month marker.
In fact I am so determined
to make the third month marker
that I have recently gone on
a dating spree. And when I do
make the third month marker,
I’m having a party and you’re
invited.
He could break up with me
on the following day after the
party, and it would still be a momentous occasion, because then
I, Benjamin Bradley Kaufman
the first, had finally made it past
the three month marker and can
join the monogamous adults and
leave the pre-teen dating jumpers (I couldn’t come up with an
appropriate word, so jumpers it
is) for good.
Now I have presented two
problems and I’m soon to run
out of “Opinion space,” so I’m
going to quickly digest this for
you “Reader’s” style.
Ever since I was young, I
have wanted basically what can
only be described as someone of

Ben
Kaufman

Column

perfection and my mind plays
the games of sabotage against
me as it (my mind) heightens the
tiny problematic nuance into a
huge catastrophe that I can’t get
over. And even when I’ve found
perfection (and yes I’ve found
it several times and yes I might
have been diluted by the 7th
or 8th shot of 151 (Note: I am
22 and I do not condone binge
drinking for those of age or under age) then my mind starts a
whole new game of warfare.
It (my mind again) taps into
my psyche and reaches the far
corners and it summons my
wonderful gift of creativity and
unleashes the wrath of my overanalytical thoughts.
Now I wouldn’t say I’m obsessive. And I wouldn’t say I’m
a “smotherer” (as certain host’s
of “The Buzz” would call me), I
would say I’m a concerned individual.
However men (gay or
straight) if you say you’ll call
later tonight, please note that
“tonight” means before Midnight!
If you call at Midnight or
Midnight-thirty...you are in fact
calling the next day. And while
it may not be a problem or a “big
deal” for you, it is for us girls
(and gay boys who call themselves girls, although we have
no intention of being girls).
We could be sleeping if we
knew you were going to call tomorrow, instead we are waiting
up all night thinking of the many
different reasons you have not

called. There are usually 5 and
they go in order as follows.
1. He didn’t like me
2. He thought I didn’t like
him
3. He’s with someone else
4. He’s in a car accident
5. Michelle Bachman shot
him (this only works if you’re
gay)
Here’s the thing though, we
are pretty logical people. So
when we text you the first time,
it is to see if you like us and to
reassure you that we like you.
Once we don’t hear from
you, we assume you’re with
someone else, so we might call
at this point. When you don’t
answer, and we know you have
had a good time with us (I mean
after all, that date was pretty
amazing) then it’s not abnormal
to believe you were in a car accident.
So you see calling the police station to see if something
turned up, isn’t that psychotic
and when the cops tell us “No
reports of a car accident yet
ma’am (because they always
assume that we are girls, even
when our voice is lower than
Cher’s) I’m sure everything is
fine.”
Well we know better and
resort to the fact that yes, Michelle Bachman has indeed shot
you. So when we rush to the
hospital, it’s not because we’re
smothering, but because we are
genuinely worried about you.
And calling your mom even
though we’ve never met is just
a precautionary measure.
And all this could have been
avoided had you just called
when you said you would. However, as a gay actor who writes,
I realize I have an active imagination and I might take things
too far, but hey, someone out
there has to be willing to love
that whole heartedly. And that,
I must accept!

Seat belt laws more goofy than
enforcing calories at McDonald’s
Hoping to improve safety
on the road, Minnesota joined
a small majority of states to enforce the worst law in the history of the United States.
On June 9 the state of Minnesota became the 29 state to
enforce a primary seat belt law,
allow police officers to pull over
drivers for simply not wearing
their seat belts and issue a $25
ticket to them.
Prior to the bill being signed
into law on May 21, a driver
could be ticketed for failure to
wear a seat belt only after being
pulled over for another violation. With the secondary violation, an estimated 87 percent of
Minnesotans chose to wear their
seat belts, according to the Minnesota Department of Public
Safety.
The Department said were
325 fatal automobile accidents
in 2008 and that of those 325,
178 involved passengers or drivers that were not buckled up.
One can see that a seat belt
does improve your chance to
live; the Department told the Pioneer Press that about 30 lives
would be saved per year.
While it may never be
known how many of those 178
may have lived had they worn
their seat belt, the real issue is
the government is taking away
ones right to choose how much
they care about their health.
While some road fatalities
probably occurred in rural areas
on Minnesota’s slippery winter
roads, it would be rather safe to
assume that a decent percentage
of drivers involved in fatal accidents are usually breaking other
laws, such as driving drunk or
speeding excessively.
Do we really want to protect
those kinds of individuals, if
they don’t care to protect themselves?

Tim
Stang

Column

Assuming a driver is not
violating any other traffic laws,
the only person at any added
danger is themselves. Unless
you consider the emotional
damage that one might incur if
they are involved in an accident
with an unbuckled person who
dies.
Lost in the whole creation
of this law is that while nearly
impossible for a police officer
to see if a driver is belted or not,
it should be the least of their
worries. And besides, don’t police officers have other things to
worry about, such as crime and
writing parking tickets?
This law really hurts everyday law abiding citizens, such
as my self, who dislike seat
belts. I do not like wearing seat
belts, but I follow every other
law. With the exception of one
speeding ticket, I have a clean
record in seven years of driving.
And I never wear a seat belt.
Some may say I am too lazy,
some may call me a rebel, I just
think that I have too much confidence in my driving ability that
I know I will not be involved in
a fatal accident.
While the government is at
it, they should draft up some
other bills that go after people
who make choices that might
be harmful to their health. I will

even give them a list of five
ideas.
1. Let’s station a police officer inside McDonald’s and ticket anyone who orders enough
calories for two days. McDonald’s will lose a lot of business,
but Americans will be a lot less
fat.
2. Ticket everyone who
doesn’t have health insurance.
Many people may be avoiding
that doctor visit where the doctor might tell them they have
cancer, simply because they
don’t want to pay for it.
3. Here is an easy one, and
easy to spot. Hell, maybe police officers will even be able
to write more seat belt violations when they catch these
criminals. Ticket everyone who
smokes cigarettes.
4. Bars will hate this one,
but it will make people healthier the next day. Police officers
should be able to ticket anyone
who has blood alcohol content
over .08, weather they are driving or not.
5. While this one would be
very hard to crack down on, it
is a good one. Everyone who
gets under five hours of sleep
a night should be ticketed, as it
is known to be harmful to your
health.
While some on this list are a
bit over the top, one could argue
quite accurately that poor diets
and cigarette smoking are far
more harmful to the well being
of the country than seat belts.
According to the Center
for Disease Control, the two
top killers in the United States
are heart disease (fast food)
and cancer (cigarettes). I don’t
see how not wearing a seat belt
causes those types of ailments,
but I do see that McDonald’s
and Camel’s kill more people
than cars.
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Palin should
apologize
to Letterman
for existing

With Conan O’Brien
becoming the new host of
the “Tonight
Show” on June
1, fellow funny
man and “Late
Show” competitor David
Letterman was
Joe
getting left out
of the limeBrown
light. All until
Alaska governor and former Vice President
candidate Sarah Palin made a
visit to New York.
Now, two jokes later,
Letterman is not only getting
publicity, but now, he’s at the
forefront of comedic integrity.
During Palin’s visit to
New York, Letterman and his
writers came up with jokes
involving Palin’s daughter
and former New York governor/prostitute
enthusiast
Eliot Spitzer. The next night,
Letterman made another joke
at Palin’s daughter, joking that
she got “knocked up” by New
York Yankees third baseman
Alex Rodriguez.
The outrage wasn’t due
to the jokes being unfunny.
The jokes created an uproar
because the writers made one
crucial lapse of judgment: it
wasn’t Palin’s 18-year-old
daughter Bristol, who was
thrust in the national spotlight
for keeping her unwed baby.
Instead, it was Palin’s 14-yearold daughter Willow.
After the show, Sarah and
her husband Todd would log
onto Facebook, displaying
their outrage to the world, denouncing Letterman as a sleazy man and advocating rape on
underage girls.
When Tina Fey makes fun
of Palin, it’s all in good fun,
but Letterman opens his mouth
and he’s suddenly the scum of
the universe.
Since then, Letterman has
been on the public relations
prowl, apologizing to the Palin
family on several occasions.
In the process, he’s forgotten
what makes comedy so great.
Comedy needs two factors
to be memorable. It has to be
funny and has to be edgy.
First off, Letterman and
his writers were not intending
for the sexual jokes to be made
towards a 14-year-old. The 62year-old Letterman has been
in show business for a long
time- he has more sense then
to joke about having sex with
a minor.
Because of the presidential
election, every voting American knows who Bristol Palin
is. The majority of Americans
didn’t know Willow Palin until
this week.
And the Palins have no one
to blame but themselves to that
regard.
Palin and the Republicans
made the decision to make
Bristol’s pregnancy a focal
point of the pro-life initiative,
showing how much of a prolife warrior the Alaskan governor was by encouraging her
daughter to keep the baby. Instead of being a happy grandmother, she made it a career
opportunity.
Because of that decision,
whenever a Palin daughter is
brought up, the audience will
think Bristol. It’s like how
when sports fans hear the
name Adrian Peterson, they
immediately think of the Minnesota Vikings superstar and
not the Chicago Bears backup
with the same name.
As for Letterman, while
he went for the cheap laugh
(something he joked he’s been
doing for over 30 years), he
needs to take a stand for his
art form instead of adhering to
political correctness.
Did George Carlin play
it safe when he came up with
“the seven words you can never say on television?” Hell no.
He made a career out of pushing the envelope, and that’s
why he’s a legend. The same
ideology applies for comedians like Richard Pryor and
Dave Chappelle.
Letterman clearly panders
to a different audience on latenight public TV, but the ideals should stay the same. He
should stay edgy within the
confines of his show. That’s
what he went for.
A voted public official and
a national figure like Sarah Palin will always be a target to
everyone, not just comedians.
Palin decided to use her family to accelerate her political
career, and a comedian should
consider that fair game.
Letterman didn’t go too
far like the Palins claim; he
did what every good comedian
would, and should do.
Now, Letterman is back in
the national spotlight. His only
downfall is if Palin tries to
run for president in 2012, she
won’t be visiting New York to
chat with the gap-toothed comedian.
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Punch-Out back in business
Joe Brown

Game Review
Twenty years after it was
released, “Mike Tyson’s PunchOut” sits in video game lore
as one of the most revered and
challenging games of the console era.
On the original Nintendo
Entertainment System, players
went though a roster of the most
stereotyped video game characters ever to get a chance at the
coveted heavyweight championship. Through pattern recognition and timing, players took
the spunky underdog Little Mac
to a dream match up against (at
the time) the most feared man
on the planet.
Getting to Mike Tyson was
tough enough- beating him was
a whole other issue. With a blink
of an eye and a swift uppercut,
Tyson’s “dynamite punch” was
a one-hit wonder, knocking you
out immediately. For those who
could survive were briefly rewarded until Tyson opened up
with jabs and continued the onslaught.
If you could beat the world
heavyweight champion, it was
like hitting Goliath in between
the eyes with a stone: you were
a neighborhood legend.
To this day, beating Mike
Tyson in the original “PunchOut” remains a highlight of
my life. When I graduate from
SCSU this summer, it may fall
under the “achievements” category on my resume.
Nintendo decided to relive
that slide of childhood Americana by releasing “Punch-Out”
on the Wii.
And although the title character of the original decided to,
in his own words “fade into Bo-

livian,” the updated game still
packs the same wallop.
Those looking for nostalgia
will be satisfied the moment
they fire up career mode, taking
on the downtrodden Frenchmen
from the first game, Glass Joe.
And he’s just as easy to topple
with uppercuts, hooks and the
patented “star punch.”
The controls are very
simple; you uppercut, jab and
dodge your way to the top of the
fighting circuit. If you’re look-

familiar faces: the manic Irish
Aran Ryan and the burly Canadian Bear Hugger. The only
new character in this version is
Disco Kid, who is a pushover in
the beginning junior circuit.
Doc Louis returns as Little
Mac’s trainer, teaching him the
ropes and having Mac (in full
pink jumpsuit glory) chase him
on a bicycle while the Statue of
Liberty sits in the background.
For game play, players have
a couple options. There’s clas-

Photo courtesy of www.GAMEPRO.com

Legendary “Punch Out” was recently released for
ing for an accurate depiction
of boxing, go pick up “Fight
Night.” “Punch-Out” is more
like a “Rocky” simulator with
an easy learning curve and arcade feel.
Fans of the first game will
find their diligence in the original rewarded, as fighters like
King Hippo, Piston Hondo and
Soda Popinski make a return in
the update. Players of “Super
Punch-Out” on the Super Nintendo will be greeted with two

sic style, where you turn the Wii
controller on its side, mimicking the classic two-button Nintendo controllers. Or you can
utilize the hands-on approach of
the Wii, using the controller and
the Nunchuk to throw punches.
If you’re even more adventurous, gamers can use the Wii
balance board in order to duck,
dodge or block your opponent’s
onslaught.
A recommendation: use the
classic controller style. While

not to the Wii style, “PunchOut” requires speedy defense,
which is difficult with the
Nunchuk or balance board.
For inexperienced players,
there is an exhibition/practice
mode where players can play
their opponent without taking
damage. If your timing is off
against an opponent, the extra
practice is invaluable.
The Wii version also contains a multiplayer feature,
where two players can play as
Little Macs fighting against each
other. When a player builds up
enough momentum, they turn
into Giga Mac, a caveman-like
brute looking for the knockout
punch.
Although it’s a novel idea,
multiplayer is not a refined feature in the game; stick to the
single player features.
Even if you mastered all the
patterns of the fighters from previous installments of the series,
even the most seasoned vets will
be thrown off once you have to
defend the title. Nintendo keeps
the game fresh by giving each
fighter an added wrinkle to
make the fight challenging. Examples include Glass Joe wearing headgear, making uppercuts
useless and King Hippo using
a manhole cover to protect his
vulnerable stomach.
There’s no Mike Tyson, but
the game is challenging enough
without the return of the former
heavyweight champion of the
world.
The eight-bit NES is long
obsolete and the only relevance
Tyson has is a cameo in “The
Hangover,” but “Punch-Out”
remains one of the most frustrating, yet addicting games
around.

Lemonade Concert and Arts Fair to
kick off Granite City Days at SCSU
Jun-Kai Teoh
STAFF WRITER
The 36th Lemonade Concert & Art Fair will begin at
11 a.m. on the 25th of June at
SCSU.
The Granite City Days
Opening Ceremony will also
be kicked off at the Lemonade
Concert and Art Fair. As part
of the Granite City Days Opening Ceremony, the mayor of St.
Cloud will also be presenting
the “ROCK-ON AWARD” to
outstanding individuals, organizations or businesses in the St
Cloud area.
The larger sponsors of the
fair include the University Program Board (UPB), SCSU, the
city of St Cloud and the Minnesota State Arts Board.
There will be over 250
arts and crafts vendors from St
Cloud and the surrounding areas, as well as food vendors and
musical performances through-

out the day.
All the arts and crafts sold
on that day will be handmade
items.
This is the third time that
there will be a noon concert
performance. The performance
will be done by the Balance
Boys and musician Robert Robinson.
Robinson will also be singing the National Anthem with
the St Cloud Symphony Orchestra, which is only the second time there will be a vocalist
performing with the orchestra.
Robinson is a two-time
Minnesota Music Award Winner for Best Gospel Artist and
Group, as well as the current
Executive and Artistic Director
for the Twin Cities Community
Gospel Choir.
Musical
performances
scheduled for the day includes
harpist Robin Berry, pianist
Bradley Joseph and the St
Cloud Symphony Orchestra.
Berry has released over 10

albums and was a student of
renowned jazz artist Dorothy
Ashby.
Joseph was a featured keyboardist on one of Yanni’s world
tours and has also appeared on
“The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno” in the past. In 2004,
Bradley Joseph was named one
of the “Ten Young Outstanding
Minnesotans.”
The Little Lemons Art and
Entertainment Area for children will feature a kid’s choir,
a “Design Your Own Craft” activity as well as an instrument
petting zoo.
In the past years, the event
has attracted more than 10,000.
“To offer all these different
crafts and arts to people as well
as great music, great fun and a
nice day outdoors is what it is
all really about,” Chris Lambert, program advisor for UPB,
said.
“We’re here to support the
event and give people the opportunity to experience some-

thing this large,” Lambert said.
“You start to really get a bigger
grasp of what being a part of
SCSU is all about.”
UPB also has a back-up
plan in case of bad weather.
Lambert said that the Arts and
Craft fair will go on even if the
weather proves to be bad.
Rain sites have also been
designated for other events of
the day. The “Little Lemons”
children area will be moved
into Atwood and the concerts
into the Ritsche Auditorium.
Vendors interested in registering for the event can still do
so. There is a non-refundable
registration fee of $50 and
there is no specified registration
deadline.
Students or employees of
SCSU that are interested in
lending a helping hand can also
fill out a form to be a volunteer
for the day. However, the deadline for the volunteer application is today.

Photo courtesy of www.Amazon.com

“The E.N.D. (The Energy Never Dies)” hit stores on
June 3.

Black Eyed Peas
go electro-hop
with “The E.N.D”
Jian You Hoe
ALBUM REVIEW
On June 3 The Black
Eyed Peas debuted their latest studio album, The E.N.D.
(The Energy Never Dies).
The album falls under
electro-hop, hip hop. It is
a new transformation from
their old school hip hop to
electro hop.
The main produces for
the album are Will.i.am,
Keith Harris, Daivd Guetta,
Printz Board, apl.de.ap and
DJ Replay.
Three promotional singles
on the album include “Imma
Be,” “Alive” and “Meet Me
Halfway.” The songs are produced by Will.i.am and Keith
Harris.
The first lead single of
the album is “Boom Boom
Pow.” It was produced by
Will.i.am. The song is a club
song that is filled with electro pop and electro-hop.
The music video features
The Black Eyed Peas in a
digital world with around
10-20 people in zentai suit
dancing.
There is also a digital
face, who is also on the front
cover of the album, singing
the chorus.
The second released
from the album is “I Gotta
Feeling.” It was produced by
David Guetta.
The song has the same
vibe of electro-hop and
dance from the first single.
The music video is about
The Black Eyed Peas ready
to head for a club on Hollywood Boulevard. While they
dance and sing around other
people in the club, there is
explicit sexual content.
The Black Eyed Peas
new transformation from
hip-hop to electro-hop really

sets them back far away from
their previous album.
In “The E.N.D,” their
talent and skills in creating
good hip-hop beats that are
not being showcased as well
as in their previous albums,
like “Elephunk.”
Their new album is no
different compared to other
electro hip-hop albums in the
music industry today.
Songs on their previous
album that have good beats
and funky sounds include
“Let’s Get It Started” and
“Hey Mama.”
These songs show their
real identity and originality compare to other hip-hop
groups in the music market.
There is also more vocal and
rap from the group.
The latest studio album
has really bad and meaningless lyrics. In the song “I
Gotta Feeling,” the phrase
“let’s do it” is sung for 13
times for no particular reason.
Their previous single,
“Where is the Love” has
content about war around the
world and why are we fighting each other.
The song has a strong
message about how to create
world peace. It also shows
good song writing skills and
rhyming skills.
Most of the songs in the
album are about having fun
and a great time until tomorrow morning, just like
any other party and club album like Lady Gaga’s “The
Fame.”
Life is more than just
having fun, partying and no
worries until the morning.
If you are a true fan or
supporter of The Black Eyed
Peas, the latest album will
surely disappoint you.

Willie Walker and the Butanes show respects to Sam Cooke

BIGYA PRADHAN / VISUALS EDITOR

Blues masters Willie Walker and The Butanes performed at Pioneer Place on Fifth Friday, June 19. From left: Dan Fasching on drums, “Wee” Willie Walker on
vocals, Larry Wiegand on bass and John Della Selva on guitar. They played a tribute set to the legendary Same Cooke. The Butanes have backed legends like Bo
Diddley, James Carr and John Lee Hooker. Willie Walker has been entertaining for nearly thirty years and received critical acclaim for his incredible voice and
band of musicians. The group performed such classics as “Send Me,” “Only Sixteen,” “Cupid” and “Chaing Gang.”
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HISTORIC HOUSE LEASE TO
own 211 Ramsey Place South
$1250 Monthly Including Tax/
Ins. 320-393-4404
www.gracefulspaces.net/
portfolio/annabelle

1 & 2 BEDROOMS OPEN
in 5 bedroom apartment. 2
blocks to SCSU. New carpet,
utilities paid for. Grat Deal!
Currently 3 very nice girls
living there. 320-492-1239.

OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 Bedrooms beg at $245 10
or 12 mo. leases 651-361-0803
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
August move in. $800
per month. Call Missy
for info. 320-654-8300
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
READY NOW! BEDROOM
leases start at $235.
Near SCSU. Call Missy
for info. 320-654-8300
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
READY NOW! ONE,TWO,
& three bedroom units
near SCSU. Call Misst
for info. 320-654-8300.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
READY NOW! LARGE 3
bedroom unit near campus. Call
Missy for info. 320-654-8300.
AAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
4 BR $285/ PERSON
Close to SCSU
www.nomgmt.com/co
Call Beth! 320-260-3448
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BR
On bus line, FREE CABLE.
AVALIABLE NOW &
2009-2010 school year.
www.nomgmt.com/mp
320-260-3448
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
FREE CABLE & INTERNET
4BR $255/ person. Utilities
incl: Heat, Water, Trash.
Call Beth: 320-260-3448
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
1,2,3 BR APTS
Close to campus on
busline. 1yr or 10 mo lease.
CALL NOW!
320-260-3448
www.nomgmt.com
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
SINGLE ROOM W/ PRIVATE
bathroom, A/C, utilities &
kitchen facilities included,
quiet & close to library.
706 6th Ave. S. Call 252-9266.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

EMPLOYMENT

Place your Classified Ad
here! Call 320-3083943.

University Chronicle
Postions: Managing Editor,
Staff Photographers,
Copy Editors, Staff
Writers. Contact Dana at
joda0504@stcloudstate.edu
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CARETAKER NEEDED
Responsible perosn to maintain
common areas & grounds.
MUST LIVE ON SITE/ FREE
RENT. www.nomgmt.com/co
320-260-3448 Beth
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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Frymier no-hits Loggers at Faber
River Bats
Scoreboard
June 14-20, 2009
Sunday June 14
Rochester 3
St. Cloud 0

Monday June 15
Rochester 5
St. Cloud 6

Wednesday June 17
(two seven inning games)

La Crosse 0
St. Cloud 2
La Crosse 1
St. Cloud 0

Thursday June 18
St. Cloud 8
Waterloo 9

Friday June 19
St. Cloud 8
Waterloo 4

Saturday June 20
St. Cloud 2
Battle Creek 5

Joe Brown
Staff Writer
Preparing for the his first
start of the season on Tuesday,
River Bats pitcher Kurtis Frymier was greeted at Joe Faber
Field with a downpour, delaying his starting debut by a day.
For the Michigan State
product, it was well worth the
wait.
Frymier struck out four
en route to a seven-inning nohitter, leading the River Bats to
a Game 1 victory over the La
Crosse Loggers on Wednesday
at Joe Faber Field.
He joined former Bats
pitcher and current Texas
Rangers prospect Thomas Diamond as the only players to
throw no-hitters in team history. Diamond threw nine hitless
innings in a 5-0 win at Alexandria on June 15, 2003.
“Throwing a no-hitter, it’s
a great thing,” Frymier said.
“But just the fact that our team
was able to get the win just
makes it that much better.”
It wasn’t the first no-hitter
of Frymier’s pitching career.
The right-hander said he last
threw a no-no during his junior
year of high school in Michigan.
“It was a wooden bat tournament, I was able to throw a
no-hitter,” he said laughing.
Because of the rain out
the day before and the lack of
makeup dates in the Northwoods League schedule, the
two teams squared off in two
seven-inning games. Because
of the unfamiliar situation, Frymier’s teammates nearly forgot
about the no-hit bid.
“The game goes by so
fast. It was the sixth inning
before half of us realized he
was throwing a no-hitter,” said
left fielder Matt Fanelli. “We
looked up and ‘oh, he only gets
one more inning and it’s a nono.’
“I think we heightened our
awareness a little bit after about
the sixth or seventh, we’re all
sitting there going ‘is he going
to do it?’”
The no-hitter highlighted
the River Bats’ 3-4 week as the
team sits 8-15 thus far, eight
games back of the Northwoods
League North Division-leading

bigya Pradhan / Visual Editor

Frymier is congratulated by his teammates after his no hit performance against La Crosse Wednesday.
Mankato MoonDogs.
Frymier, a third-year River
Bat got off to a rough start, with
two runners getting on base after two straight errors. But after
the early scare, the River Bats’
defense hunkered down to stall
the Loggers with two runners
on base.
“I committed one of those
errors but I just kind of blocked
it out. That stuff’s going to
happen,” Frymier said. “That’s
the game of baseball; you have
to stay even-keeled.”
In the second, Frymier
walked two batters, but again,
was able to avert danger by
forcing a double play. After
that, Frymier was unrelenting,
retiring the next 14 Loggers.
“He mixed pitches well;
he slowed their bats with his
off-speed stuff and he hit
spots with his fastball,” said
first-year River Bats manager
Marcus Clapp. “Anytime you
locate down and you have your
pitches working, you’re going
to be tough to beat.”
While their pitcher was excelling, the River Bats’ offense

struggled in the first three innings, producing no runs and
only three hits.
In the fourth, Fanelli started off the inning with a double
off Loggers starter Pete Woodworth. He would advance to
third after first baseman Blake
Cover hit a liner to the outfield.
Nick Longmier would drive in
Fanelli on a ground out for the
game’s first run of the evening,
Longmier’s eighth RBI of the
year.
Fanelli -- who went 2-for-3
in the game -- would produce
the team’s insurance run in the
sixth, driving in Renda for his
fourth RBI of the year.
The River Bats continue
trying to find their stroke offensively with the absence of
last year’s top hitter Derek McCallum. The Minnesota Twins
drafted McCallum, a junior at
the University of Minnesota, in
the fourth round of the Major
League Baseball Draft on June
10.
“You can’t replace Derek
McCallum,” Fanelli -- the team
leader with a

.368 batting average -- said.
“We’re all just trying to pick up
the slack a little bit and the way
our pitchers are throwing, we
score two runs a night, we feel
like we have a good chance to
win.”
After walking his first batter of the seventh, Frymier retired the side for the no-hitter,
as teammates stormed the field
to celebrate.
The River Bats’ top starter
and SCSU junior David Deminsky took the mound for
Game 2, holding the Loggers
scoreless through five innings.
Unfortunately for the
nearby Sartell native, the River
Bats’ offense was held to three
hits and no runs, as the Loggers
squeaked by with a 1-0 victory
in the nightcap.
LaCrosse lefty Steven Gruver went six and one-third innings, striking out six for his
second win of the season.
“He stayed away and he
had a little pop and he had
some good run,” Clapp said
of Gruver’s performance. “I
didn’t think we had the great-

est approaches at the plate with
him.”
After leading off with a
single, La Crosse’s Austin
Knight broke the scoreless tie
in the sixth after a fielding error by River Bats shortstop Dan
Betteridge. Knight finished the
contest 2-for-3.
The River Bats’ best opportunity came in the final inning, with two runners aboard
with one out. Craig Crumbly
relieved Gruver, retiring the
next two batters for his third
save of the season.
For Deminsky, whose ERA
dropped to 0.96 in a complete
game, it was his first loss of the
season.
“A team performance, you
get a no-hitter and a one-run
game that was unearned, you
can’t ask for anymore out of
your pitchers,” Clapp said. “14
innings of no earned runs, our
pitching has been good for us
all year, our starting pitching
has been outstanding.”

Area courses have variety SCSU hockey
Tyler Ohmann
Sports Editor

The St. Cloud area provides a variety of golf opportunities for college students.
In fact, most of the courses
have discount memberships
available for college students.
There are five public courses
in the area standout as the
best places for college golfers
to hear that familiar “ping” of
the driver off the tee.
The first is Territory Golf
Club, which is located a few
miles south and east of downtown St. Cloud near the airport. The club was established
in 2001 and one of the newest
courses in the St. Cloud area.
It boasts 18 championship
holes that total nearly 7,000
yards from the most expert of
tees and has a par of 72.
It mirrors a Scottish links
type golf course with open
spaces and a lot of bunkers
and a more traditional Midwestern type course with a
lot of hills and trees. It was
designed by Ron Bloom and
Fairways Inc. It also includes
a practice facility, a large
clubhouse and lessons from
club professionals Dan Dols
and Frank Gruska.
A daily round for a college student runs from $26
during the week to $32 on
the weekend both for all 18
holes. A membership at Territory golf club for a collegeaged student will set you back
$995, but includes unlimited
cart use.
Another course located in
nearby Sartell is Blackberry
Ridge golf course. This par
72 course measures nearly
7,000 yards from the championship tees. Like Territory, it
combines a links style course
with fairways lined with trees.
Unlike Territory, it contains a
wealth of water hazards which
can hinder a golfer’s score if
they are not careful.
Gray Gillian, Blackberry’s course professional, provides golf lessons for those
who need or want them. The
course was designed by Joel
Goldstrand. Daily rates at
Blackberry Ridge cost $28 for

Golf
18 holes on the weekday and
$33 on the weekend. Memberships for college students
ring up at $400 for unlimited
golf during the golf season.
Located right off of highway 15 inside the city limits
of St. Cloud, Angushire Golf
Course provides nine walker
friendly holes for play. The
par 35 course totals 2,756
yards and contains six par
4s, two par 3s and a lone par

still the same $6.50 for an additional nine. A college membership is $225 for the season
and requires a current college
I. D. for purchase.
Another course in
the area is Wapicada. Located
in Sauk Rapids, Wapicada
provides 18 holes totaling a
par of 73. It measures 6,610
yards from the hardest tees
and contains practice facilities
including a full driving range.
The course itself is heavily
wooded and challenges an in-

three par 4s and six par 3s and
totals 1,693 yards from the
white tees.
The course has been renovated since the MAC signed a
35 year contract to lease the
property from the city of St.
Cloud. It costs $9.50 to golf
nine holes during the week
and an additional $6 to go another nine. On weekends the
rates go up to $10.75 for the
first nine and $8.25 for another nine.
A yearly pass costs $415

photo courtesy www.stcloudmac.com

Veterans Golf Course is a cheap option for college students on a budget.
five.
Unlike some of the other
courses due to space issues,
Angushire does not have a
driving range and only provides a putting/chipping
green. The signature hole on
the course is number three, a
par four with a giant maple
smack in the middle of the
fairway.
A weekday nine-hole
round of golf costs $11.50 and
an additional $6.50 if a golfer
would like to try another nine.
On the weekend it is one dollar more for nine holes and

accurate drive.
It also provides lessons
for golfers who want them
and they are given by Jason
Rieder. On Monday through
Thursday it will cost $29.11
for an 18-hole round of golf;
an 18 hole round on the weekend will be $30.99.
A membership for college
students costs $352 for fulltime college students, and includes unlimited golf.
The last course is the
Veterans Golf Course, which
is part of the Municipal Athletic Complex. This nine-hole
course is only a par 30, with

for an anytime pass, but only
$275 for a value pass. A value
pass golfer can golf only from
7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on weekdays, but they can golf for 50
percent off during all other
times.
If a college student is sitting around their apartment
in the St. Cloud area and has
some free time, hit the links.
These courses provide a number of options for all types of
golfers from those who are
just beginning to those who
want to go everyday.

releases schedule
Logan Marxhausen
Assistant sports editor

Last week the SCSU’s
men and women’s hockey
schedule was released for
the upcoming 2009-2010
season.
The men’s hockey team
faces the University of
Lethbridge on Oct.. 4 in an
exhibition game to tone up
their skills and kinks before
opening the regular season
against Miami University
(Ohio).
“It’s a great opportunity
to have an exhibition game
at the beginning of the season,” said Bob Motzko, head
coach of the men’s hockey
team. “Its an opportunity to
put the uniform on and get
rid of any mistakes or kinks
in our play.”
“We start the season
against arguably the best
team in the country. They
are either the No. 1 or No.
2 team in the country and it
will be a quick test for the
team to come out strong,”
Motzko said.
Last season the Huskies
posted an overall record
of 18-17-3 with a 13-13-2
record in the Western Collegiate Hockey Association
(WCHA).
“The WCHA is the toughest division in the country,”
said Motzko. “SCSU is a
strong force in collegiate
hockey and we are looking
forward to another challenging season.”
Coach Motzko recently
signed a 6-year contract extension through the 2014-15
season.
“I am very excited to be
here,” Motzko said. “It’s a
great feeling to be with my
al ma-mater and I can’t wait
to build towards the future.”
The Huskies lost four
players this past season in
defense man David Carlisle,
forward/defense man John
Swanson, forward Michael
Olson and forward Brent
Borgen.
“Losing players after

Hockey
graduation has become part
of a natural process,” Motzko said. “You don’t look at
what you losing when students graduate, but what
new opportunities are laid in
front of you.”
The WCHA conference
consists of SCSU, University of Minnesota, Minnesota
State Mankato, University
of Minnesota Duluth, Colorado College, University of
Wisconsin, University of
Alaska-Anchorage, Denver
University and Michigan
Tech.
Last season the Huskies
had troubles against the University of Minnesota and
University of North Dakota.
Against North Dakota the
Huskies went 1-3. Against
the University of Minnesota
the Huskies posted a 0-6 record, including playoffs.
“Prior to last season we
had a winning record against
Minnesota,” Motzko said.
“We have to get back to that
same mentality and physical
peakness to compete with
a good team like the Gophers.”
The Huskies have much
to do this off-season to prepare for the season that lies
ahead.
“In the Spring and the
beginning of the Summer
the team made great strides,”
said Motzko. “We still have
to work on strength training. We have to have more
explosive skating. There is
a lot that we can work on,
but we have to take it in little
strides.”
The team opens their
regular season traveling to
Miami (Ohio) for the Oct.
9-10 weekend.
The women’s hockey
team schedule was released
and they are looking at
a tough exhibition game
against Team USA on Sept.
26 at the National Hockey
Center in St. Cloud. They
start off their regular season
against Niagara University
at home on Oct. 2-3.

